
A DESCRIPTION OF HOOVER AND ROOSEVELT WHICH HAD VERY

DIFFERENT IDEAS ON HOW THE DEPRESSION SHOULD BE

and find homework help for other The Great Depression questions at eNotes. the federal government and establishing
agencies that would aid in relieving The government was very active in trying to end the depression. President Hoover
and President Roosevelt had ideas about how to deal with the Great Depression.

In fact, Hoover was very poor as a child, although not necessarily living in poverty. Hoover was brought up in
a poor family, and worked almost his entire life. He refused to let this stop him, though, and remained a suave
speaker, unlike his competitor Hoover. If you guessed the Great Depression, then you are correct. The job
really didn't matter; the only reason it was there was to keep the public happy. Conditions stabilized slowly,
but the economy didn't fully recover until the US entered the war. When he was eight years old, his parents
died so he went to live with his uncle. He called leaders of industry to Washington D. At this time the man
who had that title was none other than Herbert Hoover Explanation: Herbert Hoover was under the impression
that the stock market crash of was a simple market correction, that it would go away if everybody just acted
like everything was normal, and that markets simply do these things from time to time. Roosevelt, on the other
hand, had been born into a very rich family; He grew up with education at Harvard, had his own pony and
sailboat, and had everything basically taken care of for him in his childhood by his mother. The banks in
Chicago and New York were closed. Hoover was basically a hard working Republican, the quintessential self
made man. There's a possibly apocryphal story about Herbert Hoover. The panic started when the stock
market crashed in October 24, , named Black Tuesday, the market continued to plummet, and by November of
the same year, an estimated 30 billion dollars in stock value all vanished. It seems that the public view of what
constitutes as liberal beliefs versus what is thought to be conservative beliefs shifts in a similar way People
loss their life savings, this was an especially difficult time for Americans who were in the working-class or
below; after the devastating crash the majority of the population were now living in poverty, minorities such
as, African Americans, Native Americans, and women had an even harder time coping with the Within ten
days, Roosevelt had them back open. On his inauguration day, he gave his famous speech asserting that the
only thing America had to fear was fear itself; not entirely true, because the nation stood on the brink of
collapse. The United States had to look up to the one person who could lead the country out of this national
catastrophe, The President. Roosevelt did not tend to deal with underlying problems; he was, however,
wonderful at taking care of the surface problem. And the New Deal, a series of economic reforms
implemented by Roosevelt in response to the Great Depression of the s, altered the role of the federal
government as a director of the society and economy, leaving a valuable legacy to the future America This
was due to the fact that revolution was a horrifying notion and not until after the laissez-faire and the system
of free market fails in the 's do people begin to look about for alternatives. They called it the Great Depression.
As far as their political views, Hoover favored a local end to the Depression, basically not believing that the
central American government could accomplish what was necessary. He saw it as largely a problem of public
perception, and believed government should stat out of business affairs. He had whatever he wanted as a child.
Roosevelt simply took the men of the nation and put them to work at whatever he could think of for them to
do. Harding said "I don't know what to do! He also instituted several "bank holidays" to discourage
panic-driven depositors from taking all their money out of their banks. Yet even through all of this, he still
insisted that the American public did not honestly want national relief. Score: 2. This gave him a sense of
security, of being able to do anything he wanted, most simply because he didn't fail early on.


